
The Winged Ones Speak


The Winged Ones of eternal Creation 


It is we the winged ones of creation. We are here and 
heralding your awareness inward now into the the depths of your 
inherent truth and knowing.


We wish to step forwards now in unified voice to speak our 
message of sovereign light in flight. The flight that births from 
the rootedness of your power to stand in the complete and utter 
harmony of your chosen creatorship. 


It is the hu-um of the mother bird echoing through your 
sacred heart wombs. It is the purity of fervency that races 
through your veins trailblazing new prospers to venture upon. 


You see Dear luminaries, the space of expansive freedom lies 
within the knowing that your wings are an inherent gift from the 
creator Itself. They are your vantage point of new perspective  
that allows you to see anew, to see afresh. From our vantage 
point, as we look down upon you here and now the space s of 
stagnation that cause dis- ease are signposts that one is buried 
shall we say in the stagnation of seeing from a new lens of focus, 



a new trajectory if you will. So you see, at our present juncture, 
we offer you to feel the expanse within your sacred heart 
wombs as the sound current hu-um guides you inward and 
upward in search of new perspective, new sight, new awareness 
to see the overlay of your your present now from this vantage 
point.


Ask yourselves from the expanse of the winged falcon’s inner 
power, Is their where I  feel safe? Does this bring me security? 

Rise into the breath of the Winged Phoenix ablaze and ask 
yourself Is my creative power activating the dream in my heart or 
am I passerby, a mere witness to what could be?  

Breathe into the hearth of the sacred winged white owl and 
breathe into the knowingness of your inherent light to Be.Is the 
breath tumultuous here as you bring focus to your solar plexus 
rising and falling or are you at ease with the connection to the 
divinity that you are? Are you claiming yourself as such?


Journey now into the heart where you can witness the pulsation 
of the winged hawk’s breath inviting you to breathe deeper and 
deeper into the crux, the center of the diamond faceted 
prism, the Christos, where you will feel and sense the flame of 
transformation. Is the hawks gaze focused here or is it 
wavering away from this beckoning flame?  

As you breathe in pause and become present, as you breathe out 
pause and become present,  inviting the winded eagle to guide 
you into the freedom to speak creation into form. Is your voice 
stifled here? Are you able to bring projection and conviction 
through your sacred sound current to be bellowed out into this 
world to have it met with the mirror of realization that you are this 
creator light? As you speak you become, as you speak you 
become, as you speak you become … 



Breathing in the breath of presence breathing out the breath of 
presence ,as you feel the opening of the portal of inner sight 
churning in a clockwise and counter clockwise fashion. Journey 
into this portal with the Winged Raven with wings of magic 
and majesty, alchemy and potential. As you see the 
Raven’s wings shape shift into a luminous kaleidoscope of colors 
that create new pathways to venture upon that are in alignment 
with your inner vision and book that you have written for yourself 
to unfold. You are this magic, majesty, and creator light 
seeing the trajectory and fine tuning it with your gift of sight to 
see  and discern your outer birthings into form.


Breathing in the breath of presence, breathing our the breath of 
presence as you feel you inner soul  rising out of your physical 
form, the seraphim angels draw you higher into the realm of 
pure white light where you are met with the purity, the clarity, the 
unfiltered light of the winged white doves. You feel their 
blessing connecting now with the Christed light that is your 
eternal essence. You feel the light of the shekinah in all of 
Her radiance and glory and you know, and you know, and you 
know, and you know. This is the realm of shunia light where 
you come to know. All that you seek has never been lost, it is the 
space that lies within your breath, the hearth of all creation 
the holographic wholeness of the You that is You, that is 
creator light birthing into form.


Here and now. You are this. It is you. 


We are the winged ones. Claim your sanctity and unleash our 
power. 


Blessings, we are the winged ones of eternal creation.


